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Abstract 

The tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) is a Flavivirus commonly found in Europe, Siberia, 

and the Far-East. Infection can cause mild symptoms to fatal encephalitis and there is no anti-

viral treatment available. Therefore, it is imperative to better understand the viral life-cycle 

and mechanisms of replication. Similar to other Flavivirus, TBEV employs a replication 

complex formed by the viral non-structural proteins NS3 and NS5 to replicate and synthesis 

new viral RNA genome. Understanding the formation of the replication complex could lead 

to the development of anti-viral treatment aiming to shut down said complex. Therefore, in 

this thesis work the TBEV NS3 helicase domain and NS5 RdRp domain were studied using 

Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry (CLMS) and Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass 

Spectrometry (HDX) to gain insight into the regions involved in protein-protein interaction. 

CLMS uses a cross-linking agent which is able to bi-covalently bind to two different Lysine 

residues that are in proximity to each other (based on the agent’s specific maximum length) 

revealing possible protein-protein interaction regions. Through this we were able to identify 

possible interaction regions between the Finger and Thumb domain of the TBEV NS5 RdRp 

and the Domain III of the NS3 helicase. Furthermore, through HDX we found that the 

deuterium uptake was lower in the complex state for the peptides (residues 76-85 in the Finger 

domain; residues 486-495, 500-509 and 598-613 in the Thumb domain) close to the cross-

linked residues (Lys-90, -88 and -612) on the RdRp than in the single protein state, which 

suggests that these peptides were possibly involved in protein-protein interaction such as 

hydrogen bonding. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. TBEV 

The tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) is a virus of the genus Flavivirus, belonging to the 

Flaviviridae family. [1] [2] [3] Viral infection can cause mild fever to fatal encephalitis. TBEV 

is split into the European, Siberian and Far-Eastern subtype. [4] [5] Infection with the 

European subtype most often results in a biphasic course, with a viremic phase that can last 

up to 8 days, whereby, individuals with encephalomyelitis are likely to skip this phase, 

followed by an asymptomatic interval of 1-33 days, before reaching the second phase of 

meningoencephalitis. [6] The other two subtypes normally occur monophasic, bypassing the 

asymptomatic stage. [4] Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) can also take on a chronic form, often 

linked to the Siberian subtype, which can occur as a gradually progressive form or be latent 

for years. [7] The main method of transmission of TBEV to humans is through the bites of 

infected ticks, although it has been shown that infection can also occur from the consumption 

of unpasteurized milk and cheese of domesticated animals. [8] So far, there are no specific 

antiviral treatment options for a TBEV infection, only preventative measures, such as the 

immunization via vaccination are effective. [9] 

1.1.1. Virion structure and host cell entry 

The mature spherical, 50 nano-meter wide flavivirus virion particle consists of a viral genome-

capsid(C) complex core surrounded by a lipid bilayer and a smooth surfaced outer shell. The 

outer shell is composed of membrane-anchored glycoproteins E and M (Figure 1). [10] 

  

Figure 1 - Depiction of the central slice of a TBEV virion electron density map. The bottom-right quadrant shows the virus 
membrane (orange), the M-proteins (red) and the E-proteins (green), as well as the nucleocapsid core (blue). [11] 
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The envelope (outer shell) of flavivirus show a so-called herringbone pattern incorporated by 

three heterotetramers each consisting of two E-proteins and two M-proteins. These 

heterotetramers are therefore considered to be the building blocks of the mature virion (Figure 

2). [11] 

 

In order to enter a target cell, the ectodomains of the protein E of flavivirus first need to interact 

with host-cell receptors or other molecules on the cell membrane, with one of them being 

heparan sulfate, which can act as an attachment receptor. [12] In the case of TBEV a cellular 

entry factor has been identified in the T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain I (TIM-1). 

[13] Upon successful attachment the virus undergoes receptor-mediated clathrin-dependent 

endocytosis. [14] Hereby, the virus gets recruited to clathrin-coated pits that then pinch off 

from the membrane to form coated vesicles on the inside of the cell. [15] After endocytic 

uptake the viral membrane undergoes fusion with a cellular membrane dependent on the 

protonation of viral E-protein residue/s by the acidic pH in the endosomes. The process of 

fusion can however, also be initiated at the host-cell plasma membrane through cellular 

receptors. [16] After the fusion, the nucleocapsid is able to diffuse into the cytoplasm of the 

host-cell [17], where it is uncoated, releasing the the viral RNA genome into the cytoplasm. 

[18] 

  

Figure 2 - Cartoon depiction of a heterotetramer. The two M-proteins are coloured in orange and the domain I of the E-
proteins in red, the domain II in yellow and the domain III in violet. [11] 
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1.1.2. Genome translation and replication 

The single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome of TBEV/flavivirus has a length of around 

11 kilo-bases and contains only one open reading frame (ORF), sandwiched between 5’- and 

3’-untranslated regions (UTRs). Both UTRs are responsible for the coordination of RNA 

synthesis and the 3’-UTR is also able to interact with viral and host proteins to regulate RNA 

genome translation, as well as, play a role in the formation of vesicle packets. The ORF is 

translated into a single, large polyprotein by the host cell ribosomes. [19] This polyprotein, 

made up of circa 3400 amino acids, then gets cleaved by cellular and viral protease, leaving 

behind three structural proteins (capsid-C, pre-membrane/membrane-prM/M and envelope-E) 

and seven non-structural proteins (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B and NS5) (Figure 

3). [20] [21] [22] [23] 

 

The genome replication takes place in the cytoplasm, in virus-invoked replication 

compartments at the host cells endoplasmic reticulum, which are comprised of vesicles and an 

enclosed extravesicular area. These compartments are able to provide an ideal environment 

for viral genome replication and protecting the replication machinery as well as, the newly 

synthesized RNA from the scrutiny of the host cells immune system (Figure 4). [24] 

Figure 3 - Schematic overview of the proposed arrangement of the polyprotein composed of structural and non-structural 
viral proteins on the host cell endoplasmic reticulum. [23] 
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These replication compartments are likely to be established through the combined effort of 

different non-structural proteins, with the most probable suspects being NS1, NS2A and B, 

NS4A and NS4B. For successful virus replication, the replication complex (RC), consisting of 

the NS3 and NS5 protein, as well as, the viral RNA must be recruited to the replication 

compartment. This is accomplished by NS proteins who possess an ER anchor. [25] NS3 gets 

recruited by NS2B [26], however, the recruiter for NS5 has not yet been identified, although 

it is speculated that NS3 may play a role in NS5 recruitment. [27] The viral RNA is most likely 

recruited by NS5, as the binding of the 5’-UTR’s stem-loop A (SLA) to NS5 was found to 

initiate the viral replication process. It has been suggested that NS5 binds SLA at the same 

time as recruiting the 3’-end of the RNA genome to the template-binding channel without 

overlap. Then, during the synthesis of the negative-strand RNA template, SLA stays bound 

until it is needed to finish the template. This guarantees the synthesis of complete genomes 

through intact viral RNA templates. [28] 

  

Figure 4 - Schematic overview of a replication compartment formed by viral membrane-active NS proteins. In these 
compartments the replication complex is established for the synthesis of new viral RNA. [25] 
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After the replication process is finished, newly-synthesized viral RNA is encompassed by viral 

C-proteins to form nucleocapsids (NCs). This step likely occurs in proximity to the replication 

compartments. The freshly assembled NCs then bud into the ER lumen through the membrane 

to obtain a lipid envelope and the proteins prM and E, forming so-called immature particles. 

[29] These particles continue to travel through the Golgi apparatus and the trans-Golgi network 

where the lower pH incites conformational changes that lead to the formation of mature 

particles. The trimeric prM-E spikes on the surface of the particle rearrange to the 

heterotetramers associated with mature particles, exposing the pr peptides to cleavage by a 

host protease called furin. [30] The pr remains bound to the E-M-M-E heterotetramer until the 

now mature particle leaves the cell via endocytosis arriving in a neutral environment. The pr 

peptide is not able to dissociate under acidic conditions, which avoids premature membrane 

fusion in the trans-Golgi network (Figure 5). [31] 

 

  

Figure 5 - Schematic overview of the life cycle of the tick-borne encephalitis virus. From host-cell entry to the replication at 
the endoplasmic reticulum and the budding and assembly of the viral particle at the ER lumen to the subsequent 
transportation out of the cell and maturation of the virion to its infectious form. [29] 
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1.1.3. NS5 

NS5 is the largest non-structural protein with a length of ~900 amino acids. The protein 

consists of two domains, a C-terminal RNA-dependant RNA polymerase (RdRp) and a N-

terminal methyl transferase (MTase) domain respectively. These two catalytic domains are 

connected via a ~10 residue long inter-domain region. [32] The MTase of NS5 is necessary 

for guanine N-7 and ribose 2’-OH methylation in the RNA capping process, which in turn 

provides better stability for and more efficient translation of the viral RNA. [33] On the other 

hand, the RdRp of NS5 is critical for viral genome replication. As previously mentioned, the 

RdRp is able to bind the SLA at the 5’ end at the same time as initiating de novo RNA synthesis 

at the 3’ end of the (+) strand RNA. After the RdRp generates a complete (-) strand, the now 

double-stranded RNA is used as a template for the synthesis of new (+) strand RNA genome. 

[34] 

The structure of the NS5 RdRp consists of three domains, the palm, finger and thumb domains, 

which surround the polymerase active site (Figure 6). In contrast to the global structure, the 

catalytic module structure of RdRp is relatively conserved among different positive-strand 

RNA viruses. However, it was found that the regions between the catalytic motifs B and C in 

flavivirus and Flaviviridae as well as, other virus families show strong structural variability 

that is likely connected to their specific hosts due to in part being solvent accessible. [35] 

 

The TBEV RdRp also has an NTP interacting site, which is located between motif F (part of 

the finger domain) and the palm domain. Whereby, motifs A, C and E (part of the palm 

domain) constituted the so-called NTP-tunnel (Figure 7) and motifs E and F act as priming 

site, motif F as interrogating site and motifs C and E as catalytic site. [36] 

Figure 6 - Cartoon depiction of the RdRps of different flavivirus (TBEV in dark orange) (left), next to the cartoon depiction of 
the TBEV NS5 RdRp crystal structure with its domains (right); The fingers are separated in pinky, ring, middle and index 
finger. The NE stands for N-terminal extension. [35] 
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1.1.4. NS3 

This non-structural protein possesses both a N-terminal protease and a C-terminal helicase 

domain. The role of the protease is the cleavage of the viral polyprotein; however, it first needs 

to be stabilized and activated by the hydrophilic region and the C-terminal region of NS2B to 

form the NS3-NS2B protease. [37] [27] The task of the C-terminal helicase domain (~434 

amino acids long) is the unwinding of viral double-stranded RNA intermediate, which is 

supported by the energy provided from nucleotide triphosphate (NTP) hydrolysis through the 

NTPase of the helicase. Furthermore, the helicase has RNA 5’-triphosphatase activity, 

removing the terminal y-phosphate from the 5’-triphosphate end of the (+) strand RNA before 

the cap methylation of the MTase of NS5. [38] 

Figure 7 - Cartoon depictions of the TBEV NTP relevant structural motifs (top left); Close-up of the NTP-tunnel and the 
potential surface charge distributions of the motifs involved (bottom left; white = neutral, blue = positive, red = negative) 
[36]; Cartoon depiction of the crystal structure of the TBEV RdRp with the view on the NTP entry/NTP-tunnel (right) [35]. 
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The NS3 helicase consists of domain I, II and III, whereby, Motifs I, II and VI, which sit at 

the borders of domains I and II, take part in the binding of NTP to the NTP hydrolysis site that 

can be found between those two domains (Figure 8). On the other hand, the involvement of 

domains I, II and III is likely necessary for the binding of viral RNA, as evidenced by four 

specific RNA recognition residues, conserved in other flavivirus, that can be found as part of 

a positively charged channel between the three domains (Figure 9). [39] 

 

  

Figure 8 - Cartoon depiction of the NS3 helicase of TBEV with a close-up of the NTP binding site, which is able to bind divalent 
metal cations and ATP, and the Motifs I, II and VI involved in the binding process. [39] 

Figure 9 - On the left; surface charge distribution map of the NS3 helicase of TBEV (blue = positively charged; red = negatively 
charged) with double stranded RNA binding, whereby one strand (orange) moves along the channel and the other winds 
around the back the helicase (green). On the right: cartoon depiction of a close-up of the residues involved in RNA-recognition 
of different flavivirus (TBEV (red), ZIKV (green), and DENV-4 (blue)) [39] 
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1.1.5. NS3-NS5 interaction 

The interaction between NS3 and NS5 is vital for successful replication of flavivirus. To 

summarize, the RdRp of NS5 synthesizes a (-) strand RNA from the genomic (+) strand RNA 

to generate a double stranded intermediate, which is then unwound by NS3, whereby, the (-) 

strand is used as template for the synthesis of multiple new (+) strand genome. [40] It has been 

found that the unwinding of dsRNA by the NS3 helicase is directly supported by interaction 

with NS5, stimulating the NTPase activity of NS3, most likely to couple the unwinding 

process with the synthesis of new viral RNA. [40] [41] Furthermore, two interaction regions 

have been identified in residues 566-585 of NS3 and residues 320-341 of NS5 of the dengue 

virus, whereby, the negative surface charge on NS3 and the positive one on NS5 in these 

regions indicates a charge-based interaction. The specific interaction points appear to be 

residue 570 of NS3 and residue 330 of NS5. The former is an asparagine residue in most 

flavivirus except in yellow fever, where it is replaced by a histidine. Similarly, residue 330 of 

NS5 is a lysine in most flavivirus but a tyrosine in the yellow fever virus. [42] 

1.2. Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry (CLMS) 

Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry (CLMS) is a complementary structural elucidation method, 

that can provide supporting information to traditional structural elucidation tools such as, X-

ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and cryogenic electron microscopy 

(Cryo-EM) as well as, identify structural information on protein complexes in their native 

environment (e.g. in the cell). [43] [44] The main attraction of CLMS is the specific distance 

restraint imposed by the crosslinking agent that is used, which provides region-level insight 

into the proximity of protein subunits. A cross-linking agent binds two residues that are close 

to each other covalently, whereby, there is an upper limit to the distance between these two 

residues since the length of the cross-linking agent cannot be exceeded. [45] The most 

frequently used cross-linking agents are homobifunctional primary amine selective and are 

able to cross-link two lysine residues or lysine residues to the amino terminus. [45] [46] The 

typical workflow of a CLMS measurements starts with the reaction of target proteins and 

protein-complexes with the chosen cross-linking agent, after which the proteins are digested 

by an enzyme such as trypsin to generate a mixture of peptides. These peptides are then 

separated by liquid chromatography and analysed via mass spectrometry. Lastly, the cross-

linked peptides and their link positions are identified through a search of the MS database 

(Figure 10). [47] 
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Hereby, the software used to analyse the MS data can be dependent on the type of cross-linking 

reagent employed, however most software is able to work with all reagents. For example, 

software such as XlinkX or MeroX can be used for the analysis, whereby, cleavable reagents 

profit from MS spectra observable specific cross-link reporter ions, which facilitate the 

identification of intact cross-linked peptide masses. [48] Afterwards, the cross-link data can 

be viewed through visualization tools such as xiNET, which is able to portray the data as a 

node-link diagram that includes the protein sequences and linkages sites as well as, linked 

peptides in relation to the complete sequence (and therefore, in relation to domains etc.) and 

even cross-linking reaction products. All the software needs are the cross-link data, the protein 

sequence data and optional annotation data. [49] The identified cross-links can also be 

visualized in a 3D model of the proteins/protein-complexes. For this, software such as, pyMOL 

is used. PyMOL is able to depict the 3D structure of the target proteins in ribbons, cartoons, 

dots, surfaces, spheres, sticks and lines. Furthermore, pyMOL is built on the programming 

language Python, which makes it accessible for Python plugins. [50] The identified cross-link 

positions and the corresponding cross-links can then be manually added onto the 3D structure 

or a script can be written to automize the process. [51] A new plugin by the name of 

PyXlinkViewer is also able to automatically map all of the experimentally determined intra- 

and intermolecular cross-links onto the 3D model as well as, measure the distance between 

two cross-linked residues to determine if the threshold set (dictated by the length of the cross-

linking agent) is violated or satisfied. [52] 

 

Figure 10 - Illustration of the workflow of an CLMS measurement. (Proteolysis = enzymatic digestion of proteins; LC-MS = 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; Conversion to restraints = structure elucidation through the distance restraints 
of the cross-linker) [47] 
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1.3. Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (HDX MS) 

The underlying principle of Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange (HDX) is the exchange of 

backbone amide hydrogens of amino acids with deuterium (D). This exchange reaction is 

catalyzed by OD- and D3O+ ions as well as D2O, the mathematical relationship of which is 

described in equation 1. Beside the pH, the exchange rate is also dependant on temperature, 

which is tied to the activation energies of exchange reactions and ionization of D2O. [53] 

1 - General equation for the 'chemical' exchange rate constant kch of a backbone amide, dependent on the intrinsic rate 
constants (kint) of the base-, acid-, water-catalyzed exchange reactions. [57] 

𝑘𝑐ℎ = 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝐻[𝐷3𝑂
+] + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑂𝐻[𝑂𝐷

−] + 𝑘𝐻2𝑂[𝐷2𝑂] 

Furthermore, the neighbouring peptide side chains and therefore, the amino acid sequence 

influence the exchange rate through inductive or steric blocking effects. [53] Additionally, 

amides within a protein structure are either protected or unprotected depending on the state of 

the protein. If the protein changes conformation or unfolds, affected amides are solvent 

accessible and can be subjected to exchange at a specific rate (kch), which is described by 

equation 2. Accessibility is mostly dependant on hydrogen bonding and the degree of solvent 

occlusion (for e.g., in hydrophobic regions). [54] 

2 - Equation for the exchange of a backbone amide in a protein structure. cl = closed confirmation of protein, amide not 
accessible for exchange; op = open confirmation of protein, amide accessible for exchange; kcl = rate constant of closing; kop 
= rate constant of opening. [57] 

𝑁𝐻𝑐𝑙
𝑘𝑐𝑙   𝑘𝑜𝑝
↔    𝑁𝐻𝑜𝑝

𝑘𝑐ℎ
→ 𝑁𝐷𝑜𝑝

𝑘𝑜𝑝    𝑘𝑐𝑙
↔    𝑁𝐷𝑐𝑙 

Assuming the protein native state is the closed state, the exchange rate in the closed state (kex) 

can be simplified as the product of the frequency of opening and the fraction of exchanged 

hydrogens at a specific position during the opening, as seen in equation 3. [55] 
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3 – [55] 

𝑘𝑒𝑥 =
𝑘𝑜𝑝𝑘𝑐ℎ
𝑘𝑐𝑙 + 𝑘𝑐ℎ

 

With this in mind, there are generally to regimes to consider when it comes to protein 

dynamics. The first (EX1) occurs when kch >> kcl, this means that kex is equal to kop, therefore, 

with each opening comes a complete exchange reaction of all affected amides. The second 

regime (EX2) takes place when kcl >> kch, meaning that kex = Kop*kch, with Kop = kop/kcl. 

Hereby, measuring kex and kch is directly tied to the free energy of opening of the protein as 

seen in equation 4. [56] 

4 - Equation for the free energy of opening, whereby, Pf is the protection factor of a backbone amide resulting from dividing 
the exchange rate in the closed state kex by the intrinsic exchange rate kch. [56] 

∆∆𝐺𝑜𝑝 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘𝑒𝑥
𝑘𝑐ℎ
) = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑓) 

It has been found that all proteins fall into the category of EX2 kinetics, and it is rare that a 

protein undergoes EX1 kinetics. However, by increasing the pH or using a denaturant, it is 

possible to cause EX1 kinetics to occur. Furthermore, proteins can exhibit both EX1 and EX2 

kinetics in the same region and the identification of which regime is present in which region 

can be done by the characteristic isotope patterns in a mass spectra. [57] 

Coupled with Mass Spectrometry, HDX can provide information on the dynamics and 

confirmation of proteins by measuring the deuterium uptake at various time intervals. Hereby, 

the uptake can be measured globally or more popularly, by quenching the exchange reaction 

and proteolytically cleaving the protein before MS analysis. [58] Since deuterium is the 

heavier hydrogen isotope, the mass of measured peptide fragments will increase over time and 

the mean mass shift is indicative of the percentage of deuterium uptake at any given time. This 

can be used for e.g., to identify ligand-binding sites, as the peptides involved will not be 

available for exchange due to already partaking in hydrogen bonding with the ligand. [59] 
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The typical workflow of HDX MS experiments starts with the incubation of the previously 

purified target protein/s in deuterated buffer solution (usually 10-fold dilution of the sample) 

to start the exchange reactions. The exchange is then quenched with cold trifluoroacetic acid 

or formic acid solution at around 2.5 pH. Following this, the sample is digested, usually 

directly on a liquid chromatography pepsin column, and washed with acetonitrile in a trap 

column (desalting) to then be hydrophobically separated and eluted with a solvent gradient on 

a C18 column. After the elution an electrospray ionizes the peptides and they are analysed via 

time-of-flight or orbitrap mass analysers. The exchange can then be analysed and visualized 

with the corresponding software. [60] 

2. Objective 

The aim of this thesis work was the structural analysis of the two non-structural protein 

domains NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp of the tick-borne encephalitis virus and especially of 

the replication complex that is formed by these two proteins using Cross-linking Mass 

Spectrometry and Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry. The formation of this 

complex is vital for the replication of viral positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome and 

structural elucidation could proof useful in the design of currently unavailable antiviral drugs. 

Through CLMS possible interaction region/points between the two proteins can be identified 

by inter-molecular cross-links, whereby, the distance restraint imposed by the cross-linking 

agent is indicative of the proximity of the involved residues. Similarly, through HDX the 

deuterium uptake of the two proteins individually can be compared to the uptake of the protein 

complex and therefore, possible interaction regions can be identified based on the difference 

in deuterium uptake for those regions. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Chemicals 

High-quality solvents for liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry were from VWR 

Chemicals (Czech Republic). PierceTM trypsin MS Grade, cross-linking agent 

bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS3) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). 

EmporeTM Solid Phase Extraction Disks C18 used for preparation of Stage Tips were 

obtained from Merck (Germany). All other chemicals, including deuterium oxide (99.9%), 

were of analytical purity grade from Merck (Germany). Pepsin and HPLC columns, syringes 

and other material for HDX MS were from Waters (USA). CaptiveSpray and other accessories 

for timsTOF instrument were from Bruker (USA) and nanoLC columns were from Thermo 

Fisher Scientific (USA). 

3.2. Protein preparation 

The two proteins NS5 RdRp and NS3 helicase used for CLMS and HDX were prepared by 

Zdeněk Franta, Petra Havlíčková [61] and Paulina Duhita Anindita [38]. 

3.3. Cross-link Mass Spectrometry 

For the results depicted in Table 2 the proteins were cross-linked using 1.3 mg of fresh 

bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS3, Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted in 227.1 𝜇L HEPES 

buffer to a concentration of 10 mM BS3. The buffer used for the incubation was composed of 

20 mM HEPES and 150 mM NaCl. The mixtures of NS5 RdRp and NS3 helicase were 

prepared to the ratios of 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 of NS3:NS5 with a total protein concentration of 4 

𝜇M and BS3 concentration of 800 𝜇M. The measurements done on the proteins individually 

had the same total protein concentration. Before the BS3 was added the proteins were mixed 

together on ice and left to sit for 30 minutes. After that, the incubation with the cross-link 

buffer took another 30 minutes at room temperature before being quenched by 100 mM 

ammonium bicarbonate (Sigma). The proteins were then reduced with 10 mM dithiothreitol 

(DTT) for 40 minutes at 56 °C and subsequently alkylated using 55 mM iodoacetamide (IAM) 

in the absence of light. The alkylation was stopped by incubation in 50 mM DTT for 15 

minutes. 
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To digest the proteins, Trypsin was dissolved in buffer and 80 𝜇L (0.2 𝜇g Trypsin) were added 

to the sample for an overnight digestion. Following this, the peptides were purified using C18 

Stage Tips ([62]) and the sample was dissolved in 20 𝜇L of 3% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid, 

of which 2 𝜇L were used for timsTOF Mass Spectrometry analysis. The separation of the 

peptides was done via HPLC, whereby, the sample was loaded onto a AcclaimTM PepMapTM 

100 C18 trapping column (300 𝜇m i.d., 5 mm length, 5 𝜇m particle size and 100 Å pore size; 

Thermo Fisher Scientific). After 2 minutes the peptides were eluted onto a AcclaimTM 

PepMapTM 100 C18 analytical column (75 𝜇m i.d., 150 mm length, particle size of 2 𝜇m and 

100 Å pore size; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and separated by linear gradient of 5-35% 

acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 0.3 𝜇L/min for 48 minutes. The temperature of 

the column oven was set to 35 °C and the results were collected via PASEF scan mode with 

positive polarity. The ionization was done by Electrospray using a CaptiveSpray (Bruker 

Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) with a capillary voltage of 1500 V, as well as a flow rate of dry 

gas at 3 L/min and a dry temperature of 180 °C. The ions were gathered for 100 ms and 10 

PASEF MS/MS scans were collected via topN acquisition cycle with an ion mobility range 

(1/K0) of 0.6-1.6 Vs/cm2. The mass spectra were obtained in a m/z range of 100-1700. In 

order to filter out the single charged ions of low m/z a polygon filter was used. The collision 

energies were ramped up from 20-59 eV in 5 steps of identical width between 0.6 and 1.6 

Vs/cm2 of 1/K0 values. Together with the protein sequences in form of FASTA files, the raw 

data was loaded up in the MaxQuant software v2.0.3.0 ([63]). The default settings for the BS3 

cross-linker were used for the peptide search. The precursor precision was set to 5 ppm and 

fragment ion precision to 10 ppm. The false discovery rate (FDR) cut off was set to 1%. A 

decoy database was established as a reversed sequence. Cysteine carbamidomethylation and 

methionine oxidation were used as static and variable modifications. 
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3.4. Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry 

As labelling/equilibration buffer 20 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCl were used (pH/pD 7). Proteins 

NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp were kept separately or mixed together in equilibration buffer at 

4 °C. For labelling, 4 µL of protein solution was added to 56 µL of labelling buffer and 

incubated at 20 °C. Afterwards the labelling reaction was quenched with 1.6 M GHCl in 0.8% 

FA buffer at 0 °C. Each sample was injected into the HDX manager system (Waters, MA, 

USA) for an online digestion by EnzymateTM BEH Pepsin Column (Waters) connected to an 

Acquity UPLC M-Class system (Waters) with a constant flow rate of 100 µL/min of a 0.2% 

formic acid mobile phase. The resulting peptides were trapped on an Acquity BEH C18 

Vanguard Column (1.7 µm; Waters) for 2 minutes before being eluted onto an Acquity BEH 

C18 analytical column (1.7 µm, 1 mm i.d., 100 mm length; Waters). The peptides were 

separated in a linear gradient of 8-35% acetonitrile/0.2% formic acid for 7 minutes with a flow 

rate of 40 µL/min. The deuterium labelling and injection into the UPLC system was automized 

by a PAL RTC system (LEAP technologies, USA). During the separation step the columns 

were kept in HDX manager chambers at 0 °C and lastly, the peptides were analyzed by a 

Synapt G2-Si mass spectrometer (Waters). For ionization ESI was used with a voltage of 3 kV 

for the capillary and 40 V for the sampling cone as well as, a source offset of 80 V. The source 

temperature was 100 °C and the desolvation temperature 250 °C. The cone gas flow was set 

to 50 L/h, the desolvation gas flow to 600 L/h and the pressure of the nebulizer gas to 6.5 bar. 

The measurements were performed in the MSE or MS mode in positive polarity and the MSE 

data was obtained in low- and high-energy modes whereas, the collision energy was increasing 

from 20 up to 40 V for the high energy mode. The ProteinLynx Global Server software (PLGS) 

V. 3.0.3 (Waters) was used for MS database searching against an in-house database containing 

the protein sequences as well as, common contaminants (Max Planck Institute of 

Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany). The threshold for low and high energy was set to 200 

and 40 counts respectively and the parameters for the database search were non-specific 

(enzyme specificity), methionine oxidation (variable modification), 4% (false discovery rate), 

minimum 1 (fragment ion matches per peptide), minimum 7 (fragment ion matches per 

protein), 3 (peptide matches per protein). The software DynamX V. 3.0 (Waters) was used for 

the HDX data analysis. Only peptides with a minimum intensity of 500, minimum sequence 

length of 5 and minimum number of products of 2 were processed. Manual correction of the 

DynamX data had to be made. The deuterium uptake plots were visualized in DynamX and 

the relative fractional uptake at all labelling times was exported from DynamX and loaded into 

the pyMOL software V. 2.5.2 for 3D visualization. 
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3.5. Structure prediction of the NS5 RdRp; Schematic representation and 

3D visualization 

The structure of the NS5 RdRp protein was predicted using the software pyhre2 ([64]) with 

the default and normal mode settings as well as, the addition of His-Tag sequence at the start 

of the protein sequence. The NS3 helicase structure was taken from the website: 

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7OJ4. The schematic representation of the CLMS results was 

done with the help of the software Xinet ([49]) and similarly to the HDX results the 3D 

visualization was done in pyMOL. For the schematic representation the CLMS results were 

gathered in a csv file and shortened to only include Protein1, Protein2, Link-Pos.1, Link-Pos.2 

and Score. The csv file was then uploaded to Xinet together with the FASTA file containing 

both protein sequences. 

Lastly, a pyMOL-Python script was used to visualize the cross-links on the 3D structure in 

pyMOL. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Cross-link Mass Spectrometry 

The Protein NS3 helicase (7oj4) as well as the protein NS5 RdRp (tbevRdRP8AA) were 

incubated with BS3, a crosslinker, after which they were digested by Trypsin and measured 

via Mass Spectrometry. The raw data were then analysed by the software MaxQuant ([63]), 

which identified the peptides and positions of the amino acid residues that were involved in 

cross-linking and assigned them a Score. A high Score is hereby indicative of a low probability 

of the cross-link being a false-positive. Furthermore, the distance between two cross-linked 

residues was calculated using the software pyMOL. BS3 alone has a length of 11.4 Å and 

together with the lysine residues it is attached to, a maximum length of 25 Å should be 

expected (the distance is calculated from the peptide bone alpha carbon instead of the lysine 

ends). However, a threshold of 30 Å was set to allow for more tolerance. The variability in the 

length of cross-links is a result of the flexibility of the cross-linker. Despite that, the distance 

of cross-links has to be 30 Å or less, since it is not possible for a cross-link to exceed the length 

of BS3 and both lysine residues combined. 

Lastly, it has to be noted that the sequence numbering for pyMOL is different than the 

numbering for the actual FASTA sequences (for example, Ala-33 in FASTA is Ala-182 in 

pyMOL) as can be seen in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22, Figure 23. Therefore, Link-

Pos. refers to the protein sequence used in the MS experiments (Figure 21 and Figure 23). 

 

The following results were obtained over several measurements, each using multiple mixtures 

of NS3 and NS5 to different ratios, as well as measuring NS3 and NS5 separately. The results 

of the individual measurements were then put together in a single table (Table 2). Hereby, it 

was decided to not include mono-links (cross-linker is attached to only one residue), since 

they are irrelevant to the objective. 
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Overall, 138 unique cross-links were able to be identified, 108 of which are within the defined 

threshold of 30 Å (Xinet schematic representation: Figure 11 and Figure 12). Notably, the 

number of intra-molecular cross-links located on the NS3 helicase are significantly higher than 

those on the NS5 RdRp, with 78 to 56. In total 18 of the unique cross-links are above the 

threshold which could meant that either the model which was used in pyMOL differs from the 

real structure of the proteins, especially that of NS5 RdRp, or the protein in question formed 

a multimer or oligomer with a second molecule of its kind, leading to an inter-molecular cross-

link where a real distance cannot be calculated. Furthermore, 6 unique cross-links, namely 

Link-Positions 96-96 (Lys-244 in pyMOL), 457-457 (Lys-605 in pyMOL), 225-225 (Lys-373 

in pyMOL), 451-451 (Lys-599 in pyMOL), 87-87 (Lys-235 in pyMOL) and again 87-87 (Lys-

235 in pyMOL) on the NS3 helicase, possess a distance of 0, which indicates that they are 

self-linked, possibly due to the formation of multimers or oligomers of the NS3 helicase. 

However, from these results a definitive conclusion cannot be drawn. Lastly, 4 of the cross-

links outside of the threshold are inter-molecular cross-links, namely Link-Positions 457-90 

(Lys-605 NS3- Lys-93 NS5 in pyMOL), 457-88 (Lys-605 NS3- Lys-91 NS5 in pyMOL), 612-

383 (Lys-615 NS5- Lys-531 NS3 in pyMOL) and 90-457 (Lys-93 NS5- Lys-605 NS3 in 

pyMOL), with an unknown distance. The determination of the length of inter-molecular cross-

links was not possible due to a lack of understanding of the interactions between the two 

analysed proteins. It has to be noted that the inter-molecular cross-link between Lys-612 (Lys-

615 in pyMOL) of the NS5 RdRp and Lys-383 (Lys-531 in pyMOL) of the NS3 helicase is 

not part of the schematic nor 3D representation, since this cross-link was only identified in 

one experiment. 

The most prevalent Link-Position is 457 (NS3 helicase) with 23 involvements in cross-linking, 

3 of which are inter-molecular cross-links. For the NS5 RdRp the most common Link-Position 

is 189, which participated in 11 cross-links, none of which are inter-molecular cross-links. 
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Figure 11 - Schematic overview of the results from Table 2 using the software xiNET [49]. The bars represent the protein 
sequences, the curved lines (arcs) the intra-protein cross-links, the small loops in red the self-linked cross-links and the 
straight lines in between the two proteins the inter-protein cross-links. 

Figure 12 - Schematic overview of the cross-links from Table 1 that do not satisfy the threshold of 30 Å using xiNET [49]. 
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To visualize the data gathered in Table 2 the software pyMOL was used, which is able to 

depict the 3D structure of the NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp with their respective cross-links as 

well as, calculate the distance between cross-linked peptides with respect to the 3D models 

used (Figure 13). The structure of the NS3 helicase is known, however, that of NS5 RdRp was 

predicted using phyre2 ([64]). Regarding the 3D model, the green coloured cross-links have a 

distance below the threshold of 30 Å, whereby red means that the threshold was crossed. This 

could be either due to the formation of multimers or oligomers as discussed above, or the real 

structure is slightly different than that of the model. A yellow colour indicates mono-links 

(cross-linker is linked to only one residue) and a violet colouration is for crosslinks on the 

same residue. Lastly, magenta-coloured cross-links represent the inter-molecular cross-links. 

 

 

  

Figure 13 - 3D model of the NS5 RdRp (left) and the NS3 helicase (right) including all of the cross-links from Table 2. 
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4.2. Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry 

The proteins NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp were incubated separately and together in a 

deuterium labelling buffer for different time intervals ranging from 10 seconds to 8 hours. This 

was done in order to compare the deuterium uptake of the proteins alone and when they are in 

complex. After the incubation the deuterium exchange was stopped with a quenching buffer 

and the proteins were loaded into the HDX System, where they were then digested and the 

resulting peptides were separated by HPLC, analysed by Electrospray ionization MS/MS and 

the raw data was processed in DynamX (Waters), which also generated the deuterium uptake 

plots depicting the relative deuterium uptake for different states over time (for e.g., complex 

state and single protein state) and the peptides with the most significant changes in relative 

deuterium uptake were selected as seen in Table 1. For a 3D visualization of the deuterium 

uptake the DynamX data for different labelling times was exported to pyMOL as seen in 

Figure 14 for the labelling time of 2 hours. 

 

Table 1 - Uptake plots of the peptides that showed a significant difference in deuterium uptake between the single protein 
and complex state. 

A B 

C D 
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E F 

G H 

I  

 

It has to be noted that, the amino acid numbering for the NS5 RdRp results on the uptake plots 

is identical to the numbering in pyMOL, however the numbering for the NS3 helicase results 

on the uptake plots is differently from the one in pyMOL. 
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For the residues 79-88 (Table 1A) found in the Finger domain of the NS5 RdRp the relative 

deuterium uptake was significantly lower for the complex state than for the single protein state 

for every labelling time as well as, the relatively high deuterium uptake reached its maximum 

within the first few seconds. For the residues 206-211 (Table 1B) found in the Finger domain 

the relative deuterium uptake was slightly higher for the complex state within the first 10 

minutes of labelling and significantly higher until 8 hours of labelling time, where the relative 

deuterium uptake was the same for both states. For residues 489-498 (Table 1D) and 503-512 

(Table 1E) found in the Thumb domain the opposite occurred, with the relative deuterium 

uptake being significantly higher for the single protein state between 10 minutes and 2 hours 

of labelling time and the same after 8 hours of labelling. For the residues 307-326 (Table 1C) 

and 601-616 (Table 1F) found in the Palm and Thumb domain of the NS5 RdRp respectively 

the relative deuterium uptake was slightly lower for the complex state for approximately 30 

minutes of labelling time, however, after that the difference between single protein state and 

complex state uptake increased significantly with the largest difference at and after 1 hour and 

30 minutes of labelling. 

For the residues 245-251 (393-399 in pyMOL) (Table 1G) found in domain II of the NS3 

helicase the relative deuterium uptake was slightly higher in the complex state than in the 

single protein state for approximately 1 minute of labelling time and then significantly higher 

from 1 minute to approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes. However, for the residues 248-261 

(396-409 in pyMOL) (Table 1H) the single protein state saw slightly higher relative uptake 

than the complex state for 1 minute and 30 seconds of labelling and significantly higher uptake 

after that, with the largest difference at approximately 40 minutes of labelling time. Lastly, for 

the residues 428-443 (576-591 in pyMOL) (Table 1I) found in domain III the relative 

deuterium uptake was significantly lower for the single protein state than for the complex state 

for every labelling time and the relatively high deuterium uptake for the complex state reached 

its maximum within the first few seconds. 
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Figure 14 - 3D model of the proteins NS5 RdRp (left) and NS3 helicase (right) including the inter-molecular cross-links 
(magenta sticks) and the deuterium uptake for 2 hours of labelling time as a cartoon depiction. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry 

At the time of the Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry measurements a crystal structure of the 

TBEV NS5 RdRp was not yet available and therefore, for the 3D model a phyre2 predicted 

structure was used [64]. However, as of 2021 the crystal structure has been solved [35]. 

Compared to the crystal structure the predicted structure of TBEV NS5 RdRp looks to be 

relatively accurate (Figure 15). The intra-molecular cross-links of the NS5 RdRp that 

exceeded the set threshold of 30 Å (coloured in red) indicate that the distance between the 

cross-linked residues in the predicted model does not match the real structure. 

 

 

The main objective of this thesis work was to provide information on the structure of the NS5 

RdRp and NS3 helicase complex that is formed in order to efficiently replicate the viral 

positive-sence single stranded RNA genome. Therefore, the inter-molecular cross-links 

detected in the cross-linking experiments are of most significance, since they provide 

information on the regions of both proteins that are within interaction range of each other. 

  

Figure 15 - Comparison of the crystal structure of TBEV NS5 RdRp (left) [35] to the phyre2 predicted 3D model (right); The 
Pinky finger domain is coloured in red, the NE domain in magenta, the Ring finger domain in yellow, the Index finger domain 
in green, the Thumb domain and the Priming Loop in blue, the Palm domain in grey and lastly, the B-C region in pink on the 
predicted model; including the threshold satisfied (green sticks) and unsatisfied (red sticks) intra-molecular cross-links. 
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With this in mind, the inter-molecular cross-linked residues identified in this thesis work Lys-

90, -88 and -612 (Lys-93, -91 and -615 in pyMOL) for the NS5 RdRp and Lys-457 and -383 

(Lys-605 and -531 in pyMOL) for the NS3 helicase can be found in the Finger domain and the 

Thumb domain of the NS5 RdRp and domain III of the NS3 helicase respectively (Figure 16 

and Figure 17). These results show that the Finger domain and the Thumb domain are close 

to the domain III of the helicase (known to be involved in the interaction between the two 

proteins), presumably, while in complex with the RdRp. A previous study on another 

flavivirus, namely the dengue virus (DENV), revealed possible interaction residues (Asn-570 

on the DENV NS3 helicase domain III and Lys-330 on the DENV NS5 RdRp Thumb domain) 

the former of which was suggested to be highly conserved among flavivirus within the possible 

interaction region (residues 320-341 on the DENV NS5 RdRp and residues 566-585 on the 

DENV NS3 helicase) [42]. In our case the DENV helicase residue Asn-570 corresponds to the 

residue Asn-572 (in pyMOL) and the residues 566-585 correspond to residues 568-587 (in 

pyMOL) (as seen by the sequence alignment found in the supplementary information of a 

previous study [39]). The DENV RdRp residue Lys-330 corresponds to the residue Trp-65 (in 

pyMOL) and residues 320-341 correspond to residues 55-76 (in pyMOL) (according to 

another previous study [65]). Furthermore, the amino acids surrounding DENV Lys-330 are 

conserved in TBEV (DENV: INGVVKLLTK(330)PWD; TBEV: INGVVKLLSW(65)PWN). 

The inter-molecular cross-linked residues Lys-93 and -91 (in pyMOL) are in the same domain 

as the residue Trp-65 (Finger domain of the TBEV NS5 RdRp), whereby, Trp-65 is directly 

between the Finger and Thumb domain, which was suggested to be involved in NS3-NS5 

interaction, as seen in Figure 16. The two lysines each formed an inter-molcular corss-link 

with the Lys-605 (in pyMOL) of the TBEV NS3 helicase, which can be found in domain III 

close to the residue Asn-572, which was also suggested to be involved in NS3-NS5 interaction 

(Figure 16). Furthermore, the inter-molecular cross-linked residue Lys-615 (in pyMOL) of 

the TBEV RdRp formed its cross-link with the Lys-531 (in pyMOL) of the TBEV helicase, 

the former is located in the Thumb domain and the latter in domain III, which would put the 

residue Asn-572 between Lys-531 and Lys-605 of the NS3 helicase (Figure 17). Although it 

was not possible to determine the exact length of the inter-molecular cross-links it can be 

assumed that they are below 30 Å if the identified cross-links were not false-positives. 
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This would suggest that the Thumb domain of the TBEV RdRp and the domain III of the 

TBEV helicase are closer than shown in the 3D model (for reference the Figure 17 depicts the 

back view with the positions of the cross-linked residues marked in red; The 3D model was 

created by merging the two proteins together in pyMOL and it doesn’t fit the real interaction 

model which will be done by molecular dynamics in the future). 

 

 

Figure 16 - 3D model of the NS5 RdRp (left) and the NS3 helicase (right) as surface depiction. The Palm domain of the NS5 
RdRp is coloured in dark grey, the Finger domain in light grey, the residues Trp-65 and Asn-572 in red, the residues 55-76 and 
568-587 in cyan and the residues Lys-93 and -91 in magenta; The domain III of the NS3 helicase is coloured in yellow-orange, 
the residues 566-585 in red and the residue Lys-605 in magenta; Lastly, the two inter-molecular cross-links are depicted as 
magenta sticks. 
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Another interesting group of cross-links are the self-linked cross-links. As mentioned in the 

Results section these cross-links are linked to the same residue on each end of the cross-linking 

agent. This is not possible on the same molecule and therefore, it has been suggested that these 

might be an indicator for the formation of multimers/oligomers. All of the self-linked cross-

links were found on the NS3 helicase and none on the NS5 RdRp (Figure 11). 

Previous research on the oligomerization of the NS3 helicase of West Nile Virus (WNV) has 

shown that the helicase has a low tendency to form dimers, trimers and above, however, the 

whole NS3 protein does form such multimers and oligomers even in higher orders, which is 

also important in turn for the helicase activity. [66] A more recent study on the crystal structure 

of the NS3 helicase of TBEV has also shown that the helicase has no stable oligomer in the 

crystal formation, indicating that the natural state of the helicase is monomeric. [39] While 

WNV and TBEV are two different viruses they both belong to the flaviviruses, which have a 

highly conserved helicase sequence. [66] 

Lys-615 

Domain III 

Thumb domain 

Lys-531 Finger domain 

Palm domain 

NS5 RdRp NS3 helicase 

Figure 17 - 3D model of the NS3 helicase (left) and NS5 RdRp (right) as a cartoon depiction. The intermolecular cross-linked 
residues Lys-531 and Lys-615 are coloured in red, the domain III in yellow-orange, the Thumb domain in blue, the Palm 
domain in black and the Finger domain in grey. 
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It has to be mentioned that the WNV NS3 helicase was studied without the presence of the 

NS5 RdRp and the sequence of the TBEV helicase and the WNV helicase does show some 

significant differences, with only a sequence identity of 49% according to BLAST (Figure 

24). [67] [68] Therefore, the observed self-linked cross-links on the TBEV helicase could be 

the result of oligomerization or similar interactions. Although a Score of above 40 for all self-

linked cross-links would indicate that they are not false-positives it cannot be ruled out that at 

least a few of them are. 

Similarly, for the intra-molecular cross-links above the set threshold of 30 Å, it is possible that 

the formation of multimers or oligomers lead to a greater calculated distance, whereas in 

reality the residues are closer together but on two different molecules of the same protein. 

However, it is likely that the 3D model is different than the real structure in solution for these 

implicated peptides and regions, which is more likely for the NS5 RdRp model since it is not 

based on the crystal structure, but also the model of the NS3 helicase, which is based on the 

known structure, could be slightly different than the structure in solution during the 

experiment. Again, false-positives cannot be ruled out although the Score of all cross-links 

that fall under this category is above 40 as well. 

5.2. Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry 

The hydrogen-deuterium exchange rate and maximum uptake of every peptide is highly 

dependent  on the accessibility of the back-bone amides to the solvent. Hereby, hydrogens that 

are involved in hydrogen bonding for example are more resistant to deuterium exchange. 

Therefore, it is expected that peptides involved in NS5-NS3 interaction experience a lower 

relative deuterium uptake when in the complex state as opposed to the single protein state. For 

the NS5 RdRp following peptides showed significantly lower deuterium uptake in the complex 

state: residues 79-88 (TDTTAFGQQR) (Table 1A), 307-326 

(AYHAKVVKVARPSRDGGCIM) (Table 1C), 489-498 (LKSAYGQMWL) (Table 1D), 

503-512 (HRDLRTLGL) (Table 1E) and 601-616 (AVEKVRKMIGPEKFKD) (Table 1F). 

The first peptide can be found in the Finger domain, the second in the Palm domain and the 

last three in the Thumb domain. Crucially, the peptide consisting of residues 79-88 is on the 

same α-helix as Lys-91 and -93 that are involved in inter-molecular cross-linking, thus 

complementing the findings of the CLMS experiment and identifying a possible interaction 

region on the NS5 RdRp. 
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Furthermore, the peptide containing residues 307-326 (Table 1C) found in the Palm domain 

is spatially fairly close to the residues 79-88 as seen in Figure 18 (here the 3D model should 

be accurate), therefore, it is plausible that this peptide is also similarly involved in NS3-NS5 

interaction. The peptide consisting of residues 601-616 (Table 1F) found on the Thumb 

domain includes the inter-molecularly cross-linked residue Lys-615. Together with the other 

two peptides found in the Thumb domain (residues 489-498 (Table 1D) and residues 503-512 

(Table 1E)) the interaction region of the Thumb domain could have been correctly identified. 

Lastly, for the NS5 RdRp the peptide containing residues 206-211 (Table 1B) had a higher 

deuterium uptake in the complex state as opposed to the single protein state which would 

suggest that upon complex formation the RdRp structure opens up at this position, whereby, 

the peptide is a part of a beta sheet and α-helix confirmation as seen in Figure 19 (marked in 

red). 
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Figure 18 - 3D model of the NS5 RdRp front view for a deuterium labelling time of 2 hours as a cartoon depiction. The possible 
interaction regions (peptides with lower relative deuterium uptake in the NS3-NS5 complex state) are marked in blue. 
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For the NS3 helicase only one peptide was identified that had a significantly lower deuterium 

uptake in the complex state: 248-261 (396-409 in pyMOL) (FEKDYSRVRDEKPD) (Table 

1H). Unfortunately, this peptide is not marked in blue on the 3D model and is also neither 

close to the inter-molecular cross-linked residue 457 (605 in pyMOL) nor is it close or contains 

any lysine involved in self-linked cross-linking. It is highly likely that the NS3 helicase 

concentration in the HDX sample containing both NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp was 

significantly larger than assumed and therefore, not every helicase was in complex with RdRp, 

meaning there was an excess of single protein state NS3 helicase which greatly influenced the 

results. 
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Finger domain 

Palm domain 

Residues 206-211 

Figure 19 - 3D model of the NS5 RdRp back view for a deuterium labelling time of 2 hours, as a cartoon depiction. The peptide 
containing residues 206-211 (which saw higher deuterium uptake in the complex state) was marked in red.  
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6. Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was the study of NS3-NS5 interaction and identification of possible 

interaction regions via the analysis of NS3 helicase and NS5 RdRp by two different Mass 

Spectrometry techniques. Through the Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry experiments 3 unique 

inter-molecular cross-links were identified which showed that the NS3-NS5 interaction region 

is most likely located in the Finger and Thumb domain of the NS5 RdRp and the domain III 

of the NS3 helicase. Together with the results of the Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Mass 

Spectrometry experiments the interaction region could be narrowed down to residues 76-85 

(79-88 in pyMOL) of the Finger domain and residues 486-613 (489-616 in pyMOL) of the 

Thumb domain on the NS5 RdRp (Figure 18). Unfortunately, the results of the HDX 

experiments were inconclusive for the NS3 helicase. It was intended to have the concentration 

of NS5 RdRp and NS3 helicase at a 1:1 ratio, such that every helicase would be in complex 

with every RdRp protein. Unfortunately, it seems that the concentration of NS3 helicase was 

too high, therefore, for further experiments the protein concentrations should be closer 

scrutinized beforehand. However, through the CLMS results alone and a comparison to a 

previous study on the dengue virus, which revealed a possible interaction region and 

interaction point on the DENV NS3 helicase, the domain III of the TBEV NS3 helicase was 

identified to be involved in NS3-NS5 interaction. [42] This interaction region could possibly 

be narrowed down to residues 420-439 (568-587 in pyMOL) and residue Asn-424 (Asn-572 

in pyMOL) on the domain III of the NS3 helicase (Figure 16). 

Lastly, the 6 unique self-linked cross-links discovered on the NS3 helicase point towards the 

formation of oligomers. The availability of complex-free NS3 helicase proteins due to the 

suspectedly high concentration of helicase could have been a factor in the formation of 

oligomers, although from these CLMS results a definitive conclusion cannot be drawn. It could 

also be the case that NS3 helicase is able to form oligomers while in complex with NS5 RdRp, 

therefore, further research on the subject matter is needed. For example, the obtained data from 

CLMS and HDX can be used in a Molecular Dynamics simulation to study NS3 helicase and 

NS5 RdRp in complex. 
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7. Appendix 

 

Figure 20 - Sequence and residue numbering of TBEV NS3 helicase in pdb structure which was loaded into pyMOL for protein 
structure visualization. 
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Figure 22 - Sequence and residue numbering of TBEV NS5 RdRp in pdb structure which was loaded into pyMOL for protein 
structure visualization 

Figure 21 – Sequence of TBEV NS3 helicase. This sequence was used for peptide identification in all Mass Spectrometry 
experiments. 
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Table 2 - Cross-linked peptides between NS5 RdRp (NS5) and NS3 helicase (7oj4), collected over several measurements of 
different mixtures to various ratios of NS5/NS3. A distance of “-“ means that the distance could not be calculated since the 
complex structure is not known and a distance of “0” means that the residue is linked to itself; A distance of “ “ means that 
the two cross-linked residues belong to the same peptide but are in different positions.  

Protein1 Protein2 LinkPos1 LinkPos2 Pep. Seq. 1 Pep. Seq. 2 Distance / Å Score 

NS5 NS5 593 601 
AEWAKNIWGAVE
KVR 

AEWAKNIWGAVE
KVR 15 79.485 

NS5 NS5 601 604 
AEWAKNIWGAVE
KVR KMIGPEK 5 153.21 

7oj4 7oj4 96 96 ALNGKR ALNGKR 0 59.818 

7oj4 7oj4 96 457 ALNGKR MFKEGR 42 70.919 

NS5 NS5 586 593 
AQDMLCSSLVGRK
ER 

AEWAKNIWGAVE
K 10 115.88 

NS5 NS5 308 311 AYHAKVVKVAR AYHAKVVKVAR 10 85.777 

NS5 NS5 189 308 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R AYHAKVVK 20 46.964 

NS5 NS5 189 90 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R DKVDTK 14 42.809 

NS5 NS5 189 134 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R EEFIAKVK 23 189.5 

NS5 NS5 189 193 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R EKKLGEFGVAK 11 117.67 

NS5 NS5 189 193 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R KLGEFGVAK 11 70.98 

NS5 NS5 189 201 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R LGEFGVAKGSR 11 104.44 

NS5 NS5 189 134 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R MCSREEFIAKVK 23 123.53 

NS5 NS5 189 88 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R VFKDKVDTK 16 201.44 

NS5 NS5 189 311 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R VVKVAR 15 85.288 

NS5 NS5 189 311 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R VVKVARPSR 15 46.318 

7oj4 7oj4 179 163 

CALVLMTATPPGK
SEPFPESNGAITSE
ER GHLYTLAKENK 21 206.33 

Figure 23 - Sequence of TBEV NS5 RdRp. This sequence was used for peptide identification in all Mass Spectrometry 
experiments. 
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7oj4 7oj4 463 457 DIKEFVAYASGR MFKEGR 11 151.56 

7oj4 7oj4 463 246 DIKEFVAYASGR SVICLNSKTFEK 15 73.21 

7oj4 7oj4 463 250 DIKEFVAYASGR TFEKDYSR 21 150.59 

7oj4 7oj4 463 451 DIKEFVAYASGR TLRPVWKDAR 16 91.401 

7oj4 7oj4 463 96 DIKEFVAYASGRR ALNGKR 44 45.863 

7oj4 7oj4 463 383 DIKEFVAYASGRR LTEEKR 26 40.801 

7oj4 7oj4 463 457 DIKEFVAYASGRR MFKEGR 11 198.87 

7oj4 7oj4 463 246 DIKEFVAYASGRR SVICLNSKTFEK 15 106.57 

7oj4 7oj4 463 250 DIKEFVAYASGRR TFEKDYSR 21 173.58 

7oj4 7oj4 463 451 DIKEFVAYASGRR TLRPVWKDAR 16 221.24 

7oj4 7oj4 463 236 DIKEFVAYASGRR TLRQKGK 33 44.601 

NS5 NS5 90 94 
DKVDTKAQEPQP
GTR 

DKVDTKAQEPQP
GTR 10 118.26 

NS5 NS5 573 593 
DVPYLPKAQDML
CSSLVGR 

AEWAKNIWGAVE
K 19 198.39 

NS5 NS5 573 586 
DVPYLPKAQDML
CSSLVGR KERAEWAK 16 45.546 

NS5 NS5 573 593 
DVPYLPKAQDML
CSSLVGRK 

AEWAKNIWGAVE
K 19 136.89 

NS5 NS5 573 593 
DVPYLPKAQDML
CSSLVGRK 

AEWAKNIWGAVE
KVR 19 42.828 

NS5 NS5 134 308 EEFIAKVK AYHAKVVK 25 135.55 

NS5 NS5 134 120 EEFIAKVK LAQKSKPR 25 92.925 

NS5 NS5 134 311 EEFIAKVK VVKVAR 27 70.1 

NS5 NS5 192 193 EKKLGEFGVAK EKKLGEFGVAK 4 175.93 

NS5 NS5 193 88 EKKLGEFGVAK VFKDKVDTK 19 67.605 

7oj4 7oj4 166 179 

ENKCALVLMTATP
PGKSEPFPESNGAI
TSEER 

ENKCALVLMTATP
PGKSEPFPESNGA
ITSEER 27 20.075 

NS5 NS5 408 88 FGKALYFLNDMAK VFKDKVDTK 31 116.29 

NS5 NS5 408 418 
FGKALYFLNDMAK
TR 

FGKALYFLNDMA
KTR 14 13.298 

NS5 NS5 612 604 FKDYLSCMDR KMIGPEK 14 66.285 

7oj4 7oj4 2 22 

GHHHHHHHHHH
SSGHIDDDDKHM
EK 

GHHHHHHHHHH
SSGHIDDDDKHM
EK  89.879 

7oj4 7oj4 163 166 
GHLYTLAKENKCA
LVLMTATPPGK 

GHLYTLAKENKCA
LVLMTATPPGK 8 163.51 

7oj4 7oj4 238 457 GKSVICLNSK MFKEGR 27 119.01 

7oj4 7oj4 238 250 GKSVICLNSK TFEKDYSR 22 140.84 

7oj4 7oj4 246 463 GKSVICLNSKTFEK DIKEFVAYASGRR 15 112.54 

7oj4 7oj4 238 246 GKSVICLNSKTFEK GKSVICLNSKTFEK 22 44.135 

7oj4 7oj4 369 225 
GPVATFYGPEQDK
MPEVAGHFR 

TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR 28 64.096 

7oj4 7oj4 57 96 
GQITVLDMHPGS
GKTHR ALNGKR 17 159.26 

7oj4 7oj4 57 250 
GQITVLDMHPGS
GKTHR TFEKDYSR 24 57.989 

7oj4 7oj4 57 87 
GQITVLDMHPGS
GKTHR VVLKEMER 15 200.99 
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NS5 NS5 193 90 KLGEFGVAK VFKDKVDTK 16 53.001 

NS5 NS5 193 201 KLGEFGVAKGSR KLGEFGVAKGSR 7 77.287 

NS5 NS5 253 90 
KLSTLNGGLFYAD
DTAGWDTK VFKDKVDTK 35 47.728 

NS5 NS5 120 134 LAQKSKPR EEFIAKVK 25 63.727 

NS5 NS5 120 122 LAQKSKPR LAQKSKPR 7 88.421 

NS5 NS5 201 308 LGEFGVAKGSR AYHAKVVK 27 78.486 

NS5 NS5 201 90 LGEFGVAKGSR VFKDKVDTK 13 149.09 

NS5 NS5 201 311 LGEFGVAKGSR VVKVARPSR 22 112.42 

7oj4 7oj4 383 96 LTEEKR ALNGKR 40 45.68 

7oj4 7oj4 383 457 LTEEKR MFKEGR 27 78.934 

7oj4 7oj4 383 457 LTEEKRK MFKEGR 27 59.542 

NS5 NS5 88 94 
MAMTDTTAFGQ
QRVFKDK 

VDTKAQEPQPGT
R 12 184.06 

NS5 NS5 134 308 MCSREEFIAKVK AYHAKVVK 25 126.63 

NS5 NS5 134 189 MCSREEFIAKVK 
CAHCVYNMMGK
R 23 141 

NS5 NS5 134 120 MCSREEFIAKVK LAQKSKPR 25 92.977 

7oj4 7oj4 457 96 MFKEGR ALNGKR 42 94.302 

7oj4 7oj4 457 383 MFKEGR LTEEKR 27 85.731 

7oj4 7oj4 457 457 MFKEGR MFKEGR 0 64.866 

7oj4 NS5 457 90 MFKEGRDIK DKVDTK - 47.302 

7oj4 NS5 457 88 MFKEGRDIK VFKDKVDTK - 42.317 

NS5 7oj4 612 383 
MIGPEKFKDYLSC
MDR LTEEKR - 42.338 

NS5 NS5 610 612 
MIGPEKFKDYLSC
MDR 

MIGPEKFKDYLSC
MDR 7 168.79 

NS5 NS5 601 604 NIWGAVEKVR KMIGPEK 5 178.15 

7oj4 7oj4 295 451 
PEEVDGKVELTGT
RR TLRPVWKDAR 5 57.989 

7oj4 7oj4 451 457 PVWKDAR MFKEGR 12 65.246 

7oj4 7oj4 236 238 QKGKSVICLNSK QKGKSVICLNSK 6 166.68 

NS5 NS5 303 308 
QLATTIMQKAYHA
KVVK 

QLATTIMQKAYHA
KVVK 7 83.31 

7oj4 7oj4 246 463 SVICLNSKTFEK DIKEFVAYASGR 15 153.82 

7oj4 7oj4 246 457 SVICLNSKTFEK MFKEGR 11 80.96 

7oj4 7oj4 250 463 
SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR DIKEFVAYASGR 21 111.58 

7oj4 7oj4 246 463 
SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR DIKEFVAYASGRR 15 337.62 

7oj4 7oj4 246 457 
SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR MFKEGR 11 213.24 

7oj4 7oj4 246 250 
SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR 

SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR 8 195.27 

7oj4 7oj4 246 451 
SVICLNSKTFEKDY
SR TLRPVWKDAR 21 109.05 

NS5 NS5 58 120 
TAPTGSAASLINGV
VKLLSWPWNAR 

AVNDWILERLAQ
KSK 52 55.364 

7oj4 7oj4 225 163 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR GHLYTLAKENK 42 90.385 
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7oj4 7oj4 225 457 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR MFKEGR 13 168.32 

7oj4 7oj4 225 225 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR 

TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR 0 56.147 

7oj4 7oj4 225 451 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR TLRPVWKDAR 23 70.414 

7oj4 7oj4 225 87 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR VVLKEMER 30 69.935 

7oj4 7oj4 225 451 
TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IARTLR PVWKDAR 23 66.325 

7oj4 7oj4 250 96 TFEKDYSR ALNGKR 27 106.62 

7oj4 7oj4 250 383 TFEKDYSR LTEEKR 33 43.897 

7oj4 7oj4 250 457 TFEKDYSR MFKEGR 19 118.28 

7oj4 7oj4 250 87 TFEKDYSR VVLKEMER 13 234.47 

7oj4 7oj4 451 96 TLRPVWKDAR ALNGKR 47 53.967 

7oj4 7oj4 451 383 TLRPVWKDAR LTEEKR 20 78.342 

7oj4 7oj4 451 383 TLRPVWKDAR LTEEKRK 20 48.467 

7oj4 7oj4 451 457 TLRPVWKDAR MFKEGR 12 244.73 

7oj4 7oj4 451 457 TLRPVWKDAR MFKEGRDIK 12 92.439 

7oj4 7oj4 451 250 TLRPVWKDAR TFEKDYSR 29 117.93 

7oj4 7oj4 451 451 TLRPVWKDAR TLRPVWKDAR 0 67.93 

7oj4 7oj4 451 236 TLRPVWKDAR TLRQKGK 39 109.6 

7oj4 7oj4 451 87 TLRPVWKDAR VVLKEMER 35 56.482 

7oj4 7oj4 236 451 TLRQKGK PVWKDAR 39 57.348 

7oj4 7oj4 87 250 
TLVLAPTRVVLKE
MER TFEKDYSR 13 195.77 

7oj4 7oj4 87 87 
TLVLAPTRVVLKE
MER VVLKEMER 0 72.184 

7oj4 7oj4 288 457 TNIKPEEVDGK MFKEGR 14 90.731 

7oj4 7oj4 295 383 
TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR LTEEKR 21 117.74 

7oj4 7oj4 295 457 
TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR MFKEGR 15 112.32 

7oj4 7oj4 288 225 
TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR 

TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR 14 96.982 

7oj4 7oj4 295 451 
TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR TLRPVWKDAR 5 128.4 

7oj4 7oj4 288 295 
TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR 

TNIKPEEVDGKVE
LTGTR 13 132.78 

NS5 NS5 94 380 
VDTKAQEPQPGT
R VERWLKEHGEER 34 57.009 

NS5 NS5 90 308 VFKDKVDTK AYHAKVVK 18 85.554 

NS5 NS5 90 193 VFKDKVDTK KLGEFGVAK 16 52.823 

NS5 7oj4 90 457 VFKDKVDTK MFKEGRDIK - 41.644 

NS5 NS5 88 90 VFKDKVDTK VFKDKVDTK 6 162.41 

NS5 NS5 88 311 VFKDKVDTK VVKVARPSR 15 53.3 

7oj4 7oj4 288 383 
VIDGRTNIKPEEV
DGK LTEEKR 29 73.208 

NS5 NS5 136 604 
VKSNAALGAWSD
EQNR KMIGPEK 36 153.23 
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NS5 NS5 136 604 
VKSNAALGAWSD
EQNRWASAR KMIGPEK 36 69.152 

NS5 NS5 1 6 
VLAEDKVKEQDV
QER 

VLAEDKVKEQDV
QER  63.401 

7oj4 7oj4 259 457 
VRDEKPDFVVTTD
ISEMGANLDVSR MFKEGR 28 181.37 

7oj4 7oj4 259 225 
VRDEKPDFVVTTD
ISEMGANLDVSR 

TAWFVPSIAKGGA
IAR 22 116.73 

7oj4 7oj4 259 250 
VRDEKPDFVVTTD
ISEMGANLDVSR TFEKDYSR 16 224.79 

NS5 NS5 311 193 VVKVARPSR KLGEFGVAK 25 46.156 

7oj4 7oj4 87 96 VVLKEMER ALNGKR 15 163.66 

7oj4 7oj4 87 383 VVLKEMER LTEEKR 34 81.625 

7oj4 7oj4 87 457 VVLKEMER MFKEGR 29 80.763 

7oj4 7oj4 87 250 VVLKEMER TFEKDYSR 13 225.72 

7oj4 7oj4 87 87 VVLKEMER VVLKEMER 0 78.334 

NS5 NS5 559 561 
VWILDNPFMQNK
GKVMEWR 

VWILDNPFMQNK
GKVMEWR 6 85.77 

NS5 NS5 380 120 WLKEHGEER LAQKSKPR 17 90.412 

NS5 NS5 294 122 
YMEGEHKQLATTI
MQK LAQKSKPR 13 223.06 

NS5 NS5 294 303 
YMEGEHKQLATTI
MQKAYHAK 

YMEGEHKQLATTI
MQKAYHAK 13 139.96 

 

Figure 24 - Sequence alignment of West Nile Virus NS3 polyprotein (Query) and TBEV NS3 helicase (Sbjct). Done with BLAST.  


